The choice of an appropriate hardware representation model is key to successful evolution of digital circuits. One of the most popular models is cartesian genetic programming, which encodes an array of logic gates into a chromosome. While several smaller circuits have been successfully evolved on this model, it lacks scalability. A recent approach towards scalable hardware evolution is based on the automated creation of modules from primitive gates.
INTRODUCTION
Evolvable hardware [5, 9] combines evolutionary algorithms with reconfigurable hardware in order to construct smaller, more robust, or even self-adaptive and self-optimizing hardware systems. The common denominator of all evolvable hardware approaches is the application of evolutionary techniques directly at the hardware level. Here, hardware means both digital and analog electronic circuits, and the hardware level comprises all models of hardware, from configuration bitstreams for reprogrammable devices over netlists of gates to behavioral descriptions. Evolutionary techniques have been shown to be able to generate astonishing circuits that are totally different from classically engineered circuits, and sometimes even superior [24] . Moreover, for applications with time-varying specifications very promising initial results have been achieved that indicate the potential of evolutionary techniques to construct selfadapting systems. Examples include evolved controllers for prosthetic hands and robot navigation [8] .
The choice of a suitable hardware representation model, i.e., the encoding of a hardware circuit into a chromosome, is key to a successful application of evolutionary design techniques. On one hand, the representation determines the size and the structure of the search space which affects the efficiency of the evolutionary operators. Using a low-level representation, e.g., logic gates and wires, the chromosome length grows rapidly with the circuit size. This might render evolutionary techniques infeasible and is known as the scalability problem. On the other hand, high-level representations, e.g., behavioral descriptions, require substantially more effort to map an individual to the target hardware. The majority of related work in evolvable hardware focused on creating combinational Boolean functions. Typically, the chromosome encodes a netlist with a number of logic nodes and an interconnect. A rather popular representation model arranges the logic gates in an array which resembles the architecture of current programmable hardware devices, such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). As most authors implemented versions of genetic programming on this model, the approach has been termed cartesian genetic programming (CGP).
For larger and real-world applications, the CGP model in combination with fine-grained logic lacks scalability. The excessive chromosome lengths lead to extremely large search spaces. To tackle the problem of scalability, a number of approaches have been proposed which can be classified along three dimensions: The first dimension corresponds to the level of the hardware representation. To improve scalability we should give up too hardware-friendly structural models and move towards behavioral models. Orthogonally to that, we see the dimension of object granularity. We can evolve hardware using gates and wires, arithmetic functions and buses, and eventually complete intellectual property cores and networks on chip. The third dimension relates to incorporating knowledge into the evolutionary process. We can either evolve in a blind manner or try to leverage domain or problem-specific knowledge. An example for using problemspecific knowledge is demonstrated in [26] . There, the fact is exploited that multiplier circuits usually compute products in the first few logic levels and add partial sums in later levels. Consequently, the representation model was constrained such that and gates were preferred in the first columns of the logic array and adders in the remaining columns.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of novel techniques for identifying and dealing with modules, leveraging a previously discussed approach for module creation in the CGP model [28] . We present and evaluate two module creation techniques, called age-based and conebased module creation. Further, we develop and evaluate a novel cone-based crossover operator to be used with a genetic algorithm on the CGP model. In a sense, we address all three dimensions discussed above. First, we are giving up the structural, hardware-friendly aspects of the CGP model. Second, modules are building blocks of coarser granularity, albeit generated in an automated fashion. Finally, our conebased approach represents circuit design knowledge.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the cartesian genetic programming model as well as its extension to automated module creation and review related work on these models. Our novel methods for improving the automated module creation and propagation process are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental setup to evaluate the proposed techniques and presents and discusses our empirical findings. Finally, we summarize and point to future work in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In this section we review related work on genetic programming models for digital circuit evolution. In particular, we discuss cartesian genetic programs for representing digital circuits and their extension to automated module creation. Further, we point to the fundamental trade-off between an efficient evolution and the effort required to map evolved circuits to real hardware.
Cartesian Genetic Programs
A cartesian genetic program (CGP) is a structural hardware model that arranges logic cells in a two-dimensional geometric layout [19, 18] . In contrast to a genetic program [13, 14] which relies on trees to represent evolved functions, a CGP essentially is a restricted directed acyclic graph (DAG). The restrictions are posed by the array structure which limits the number of overall logic cells and the depth of an evolved circuit.
Formally, a CGP model consists of nc × nr combinational logic blocks, ni primary inputs, and no primary outputs. A logic block has nn inputs and implements one out of n f different logic functions of these inputs. While the primary inputs and outputs can connect to any logic block input and output, respectively, the connectivity of the logic block inputs is restricted. The input of a logic block at column c may only connect to the outputs of blocks in columns c − l, . . . , c − 1 as well as to the primary inputs. The levelsback parameter l restricts wiring to hardware-friendly local connections. More importantly, as only feed-forward connections are allowed the creation of combinational feedback loops is avoided. Figure 1 shows an example for a CGP model together with its parameters. The model in this example has five columns, four rows, four primary inputs, and two primary outputs.
An individual circuit is defined by its chromosome (genotype). The length of a chromosome is constant and given by nc · nr(nn + 1) + no integer values. Each logic block in the array is characterized by nn + 1 values, one for each input and one for the logic function. Additionally, an no-tuple of values selects the block outputs that are connected to the primary outputs of the circuit. The logic block genes are mapped to the array in order of their position within the chromosome. Consequently, a CGP implicitly encodes the placement of logic blocks.
CGP models have been used with different sets of node functions to evolve a variety of digital circuits. Simple logic gates have been used to evolve logic and arithmetic circuits such as adders, parity functions, comparators and multipliers [27, 17] , hashing functions [4] , as well as controllers for prosthetic hand control [10, 25] or robot navigation [23, 11, 15] . Higher-level functional elements such as adders and multipliers have been applied to evolve more complex signal processing applications, for example in data compression [20] or cell scheduling [16] .
Further, CGP models have been used with different evolutionary strategies, from classic genetic algorithms, e.g., [4] , to evolutionary strategies, e.g., [28, 29] . An often-used mutation operator on the CGP model is one-point mutation. One-point mutation randomly selects a node and modifies either the node function or one node input. If the function is mutated, a new function is chosen from the function set randomly. If an input is modified, one of the node's inputs is ripped up and reconnected to the output of a randomly chosen node in one of the previous columns or to a primary input. The straight-forward implementation of a crossover operator acts on the geometrical structure of the chromosome. In the case of uniform crossover, a new individual is created by selecting its nodes from the corresponding geometrical node positions of two parents with equal probability. An n-point crossover divides the parents' chromosomes into n + 1 parts based on the numbering of the nodes. The child's chromosome is then constructed by alternatively selecting partial chromosomes from the parents.
In CGP, nodes which do not contribute to the primary outputs remain in the chromosome and might be propagated through the generations. This property, termed neutrality, has been shown to improve the convergence of the search process [18] . The main problem with the CGP model is scalability. In the last years, a number of approaches have been presented that address this problem. One of them is function-level evolution which uses node functions of coarser granularity and buses instead of single bit wires, e.g., in [22, 20, 16] . Another approach seeks to automatically evolve such coarse-grained blocks (modules) from primitive functions. While techniques for the automated creation of modules have been applied in genetic programs for some time, their use in CGP models has been demonstrated only recently [28] . This technique is described in Section 2.3 in more detail.
FPGA Mapping
An intriguing feature of the original CGP model is its closeness to FPGA hardware. As CGP uses logic cells with one output and implicitly encodes placement, the actual process of mapping an evolved chromosome to a lookup-table based FPGA reduces to routing and bitstream generation. While most related work in CGP aims at evolutionary circuit design where hardware mapping is required only once after an appropriate circuit has been evolved, there are two cases for which an efficient FPGA mapping is of utmost importance. The first is the use of FPGAs as accelerators to speed up the fitness evaluation, e.g., in [6] . The second and presumably more challenging one is on-chip evolution [7, 12] . However, there is a lack of open FPGA bitstream architectures which makes the creation of custom routing and bitstream generation tools a research challenge on its own. For that reason, several researchers resorted to virtual FPGAs and implemented routing by controlling multiplexers that select between different datapaths [21, 6] .
Generally, there exists a trade-off between the chromosome length and thus the efficiency of evolution, and the effort needed for mapping a chromosome to an FPGA. Given modern FPGA architectures and their corresponding design tools, it can be doubted whether the implicit encoding of placement as done in CGP is actually useful. As discussed in [1] , CGP encodes information that influences the characteristics of the phenotype (FPGA circuit), but does not effect the fitness (combinational behavior). This could be seen as a source of inefficiency. This position is underlined by recent work that resorts to a one-row CGP model, e.g., [30] . In the one-row CGP model node inputs are allowed to connect to any previous node and the primary inputs, i.e., l = nc. In comparison to an array of nodes, the one-row approach features higher compactness. As an example, consider the evolution of a one output function with three logic blocks connected in a series. To be able to evolve such a function with the original array model, we have to provide at least three columns of nodes, whereas in the one-row model we can afford an overall smaller number of nodes. The reduced chromosome length of the one-row model makes the evolutionary operators more efficient. While the one-row model gives up the implicit encoding of placement information in the chromosome and thus makes FPGA mapping more involved, it still shows important properties of the original array-based CGP model, including a bounded number of nodes and bounded depth, as well as neutrality.
Recently, a crossover operator for the one-row CGP model was shown in [2] . This crossover operator requires to map the CGP chromosome to a string of real values. To that end, the nc node numbers are mapped to nc intervals in [0, 1] , and the n f functions are mapped accordingly. The operator acts on two strings of real values between [0, 1] and creates a child by a linear combination of the parents' values. The authors observed an improved initial convergence rate of the optimization process and presented a scheme with an adaptive crossover rate.
Automated Module Creation
In [28] , a technique for automated module creation in the one-row CGP model was introduced. Modules are compositions of primitive node functions which are Boolean gates. The resulting hardware representation model has been termed embedded CGP (ECGP). The number of primitive nodes of a module is restricted by lower and upper bounds. A module must have at least two inputs and one output. ECGP models are non-hierarchical in the sense that modules can not contain other modules.
The automated creation and use of modules is governed by three operators: compress, expand and module mutation. Compression replaces a number of primitive nodes by a newly created module. All inputs to module nodes that originate from non-module nodes or primary inputs become module inputs, and all outputs of nodes in the module that target non-module nodes or primary outputs become module outputs. The function and routing of nodes within the module remain unchanged. Hence, applying the compress operator to a chromosome does not change its fitness. Importantly, in [28] nodes with subsequent node numbers in the one-row CGP representation are selected to form a new module. As a node can connect to any previous node and the primary inputs (l = nc), the compress operator basically selects nodes randomly. Expand is the reverse process of compress and replaces a module with its primitive nodes, again leaving the node functions and the routing unchanged.
A module in the evolved circuit points to a corresponding module description. The module descriptions are treated as separate and self-contained sub-genotypes which are stored in a list at the end of the ECGP chromosome. Multiple modules in the circuit may refer to the same module description, which effectively enlarges the set of available node functions. Modules created by compress are denoted as type I modules. Additionally, modules can also be created by the one-point mutation operator applied to primitive nodes. One-point mutation cannot create a new module description but it can replace a primitive node function with a reference to one of the already created modules in the modules list. Such modules are denoted as type II modules. Only type I modules can be expanded and only type II modules can be mutated by the one-point mutation operator. The module descriptions themselves can be modified by the module mutation operator which is essentially a standard CGP mutation operator, except that it operates on module descriptions rather than on the overall chromosome and can additionally add and remove modules inputs and outputs.
ADVANCED TECHNIQUES
In our work we leverage ECGP, the hardware representation model introduced in [28] . A circuit is described as a DAG with a restricted number of nodes. The chromosome encoding relies on the one-row CGP approach where all nodes are brought into a linear order and connections, while limited to feed-forward wires, can span the entire row. Figure 2 shows an example for such a circuit. Some of the nodes are primitive node functions (nodes f5, f6, f8, f9, and f10), and some are modules (nodes m7 and m11) which refer Figure 2 : ECGP hardware representation model to a corresponding module description. While we implement the one-row CGP model to encode chromosomes, the graphical circuit representation of the DAGs we use in this paper is column-oriented. Each column represents a new level of logic, with the exception of modules that can contain several logic levels themselves. The order of nodes, primitive ones and modules, in the linearized one-row CGP model is uniquely determined by the node numbers. After applying compress and expand operators we adapt the node numbering to ensure that the following property always holds: Given any two nodes (primitive nodes and modules) hi and hj with i < j, an input of hi can never connect to hj . In this section, we introduce three new techniques for identifying and dealing with modules. The first two techniques are age-based and cone-based module creation and try to improve the previous module creation technique which basically selects primitive nodes randomly. Then, we investigate a cone-based crossover operator which allows us to experiment with a genetic algorithm instead of previous work's 1 + λ evolutionary strategy.
Age-based Module Creation
Age-based module creation aggregates primitives nodes that have persisted in the chromosome for a higher number of generations. The rationale behind age-based module creation is that aged nodes are likely to contribute directly or indirectly to an individual's success and should therefore be preferred over randomly selected nodes.
We assign to each primitive node fi an attribute age(fi). The age is incremented by one in each generation and set to zero when the node is selected for mutation or compression. The age of primitive nodes within modules remains unchanged; modules themselves do not have an age. We form module candidates by aggregating primitive nodes, restricting the number of nodes by lower (nmin) and upper bounds (nmax). The average age of a module candidate mj is then given by
In our current implementation of the age-based module creation technique we use two-stage binary tournament to select a module that is actually created. That is, we generate a module candidate by following procedure: First, we select a random primitive node fi and a number of primitive nodes n, nmin ≤ n ≤ nmax, randomly. Then, we extend the module from fi to nodes with smaller node numbers until we hit a module or aggregate exactly n primitive nodes. We create another module using a different random primitive node fi and draw the one with higher average age. If both modules have the same average age, we draw one module randomly. This step is repeated once to derive the final module.
We have also experimented with selecting the module candidate with maximum average age. This requires the formation and evaluation of a larger number of module candidates. For example, consider the circuit shown in Figure 2 with its five primitive nodes and two modules. As the encoding uses the one-row CGP model, there are the following three modules of size two: (f10, f9), (f9, f8), (f6, f5) , and one module of size three: (f10, f9, f8) . However, picking the module with maximum average age has proven inferior to the two-stage binary tournament scheme for all test problems. An explanation for this lies in the fact that maximizing average module age tends to generate modules with a very small number of high-aged nodes. It seems that while using node age as a guide to steer module creation is highly effective (see Section 4), the technique is rather sensitive to the size of modules. A deeper investigation of this dependency remains to be done in further work.
Cone-based Module Creation
Both age-based module creation as well as the original module creation described in [28] aggregate primitive nodes into modules without taking the connections between nodes into consideration. In contrast, cone-based module creation aggregates only primitive nodes that are within a circuit structure called cone. Cones are a widely-used concept in circuit synthesis, especially in the area of lookup-table mapping for FPGAs (see, for example, [3] ). Given a node fr in the DAG, a cone rooted at fr consists of fr itself plus some predecessor nodes such that for any node fi in the cone there exists a path from fi to fr that is entirely in the cone. For example, in Figure 3 (a) the node set (f11, f9, f8) forms a cone. Note that while a cone has a distinct root node fr, it can have several outputs. The rationale behind cone-based module creation is that many useful substructures in classically engineered circuits are cones, e.g., the sum and carry functions of a full adder.
To generate module candidates, we randomly select a primitive node fi and create a cone rooted at fi with a number of nodes randomly chosen between nmin and nmax.
One subtlety in generating cones is that we have to avoid what is called reconvergent paths in logic synthesis. To discuss several subtypes of cones consider again the circuit in Figure 3 (a). The node set (f11, f9, f6) is called a fan-out free cone because the fanout (output connections) of every node except the root node stay within the cone. Such cones are certainly safe candidates for module creation. The node set (f11, f9, f8, f5) does not form a fan-out free cone, as the outputs of f5 and f8 leave the cone. Nevertheless, this node set forms a valid module. In contrast, the node set (f10, f8, f5) which is highlighted in Figure 3 (a) does not form a valid module as the output of f5 leaves and reenters the cone. If this cone was turned into a module the resulting circuit, shown in Figure 3( Reconvergent paths are specific to the cone-based module creation technique. Neither the age-based technique nor the original method of [28] can create such paths. Compared to module creation methods in [28] , which relies on contiguous node numbers, we are using breadth first search starting with the cone's root node to avoid reconvergent paths. Resuming the example of Figure 3(a) , a cone of size 3, rooted at node f10 would be formed by the nodes (f10, f7, f8).
Cone-based Crossover
In order to compare genetic algorithms to the previously applied 1 + λ evolutionary strategies we have developed a cone-based crossover operator. Our genetic algorithm uses the ECGP hardware representation model and the same operators as described in [28] , including compress and expand. Additionally, we employ a crossover technique that generates a recombined chromosome by transplanting a cone of a donor chromosome into a clone of a recipient chromosome.
In the first step, we form a cone in the donor chromosome by randomly selecting a root node and a size between nmin and nmax. This procedure is similar to the cone-based module creation of Section 3.2 except that we treat both primitive nodes and modules as atomic nodes. Note that at this point, a cone can contain modules. In the second step, we randomly select a root node in the recipient and try to form a cone of exactly the same size as the donor's cone. Depending on the actual DAGs, the resulting cone of the recipient can be smaller than the donor's cone. The third step comprises the formation of two sets, set p that contains nodes of the donor's cone which have output connections to nodes outside the cone, and another set q that contains the nodes of the recipient which connect to nodes within the recipient's cone. Figure 4 displays an example. The donor's cone consists of three nodes. As all these nodes provide cone outputs, we derive p = {f10, f11, f22}. The recipient's cone receives inputs from three nodes, and we derive q = {f5, f7, f8}. The fourth step actually transplants the donor's cone into a clone of the recipient, forming a new recombined chromosome. This process preserves all node types. Specifically, nodes in the donor's cone which are modules of type I or II remain modules of type I or II, respectively. The module descriptions of the recombined chromosome are updated accordingly. In the final step, dangling inputs of the transplanted module and the recipient chromosome are randomly connected to the nodes in lists p and q, respectively. If the resulting chromosome still contains unconnected inputs, they are connected randomly to predecessing nodes.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental setup including the parameters of the ES and GAs, the test problems, and the metrics that is reported. Then, we show the results and discuss the findings from our experiments.
Evaluated Metrics
As metrics to compare the proposed techniques we use the computational effort as presented by Koza in [14] . For each experiment with its specific number of M fitness evaluations per generation, a number of independent runs is conducted. In each run the optimization goal, i.e., the evolution of a functionally correct circuit, will be reached by some generation i. The probability of reaching the optimization goal by donor chromosome recipient chromosome recombined chromosome 
#succeeded runs by generation i)/(#runs)
From that we can determine R(z), the number of independent runs that have to be conducted to reach the optimization goal with a certain probability z:
The estimated overall number of fitness evaluations required to reach the goal with probability z is then set to:
For each experiment with given M and z, the minimal value for I(M, i, z) is determined as the computational effort of the experiment. In our experiments, we have set z to 99% and repeated all experiments for 50 times.
Test Problems
To be able to compare our techniques with the approaches presented in previous work, we have used even-parity and multiplier functions as test problems and set the ECGP model parameters as given in [28, 29] . To allow for a meaningful evaluation that isolates the effects of our proposed module creation and propagation techniques, we have chosen to implement our own version of the basic ECGP model as a reference, rather than directly comparing our results to that published in [28, 29] .
Additionally, we have included classifiers for electromyographic signals as test problems. In this application, skinattached sensors collect electric signals of contracting muscles to control a prosthetic hand [10, 25] . The test data has been recorded from four muscles of a volunteer's forearm. A sequence of eight contractions (movements) with 20 repetitions each has been measured. The typical signal for a movement is composed of a 9 seconds relax phase and a 5 seconds contraction phase. From the last two seconds of the contraction phase we have removed the dc offset and applied rms smoothing to achieve the feature vectors. The resulting data set consists of 144 strings of 200 bits each. Based on that data we have tried to evolve a classifier circuit for the movement "open hand". Classifiers differ from arithmetic circuits in that there is no simple correctness measure. Typically, classifiers are evolved with training data and then run on test data to determine metrics such as classification rate. As we want to investigate and compare the computational effort for evolving a classifier and not the generalization capabilities of the ECGP model, we have measured the classifiers' fitness on the training data set and defined it to be correct when the classification rate on training data exceeds 85% and 95%, respectively.
The ECGP model parameters, including the chromosome length, the number of inputs and outputs, and the function set for the nodes are shown in Table 1 . For the parity function, we have used 2-input lookup table (LUT) nodes but restricted the function set to a few Boolean functions. For the multipliers, we have used 4-input LUTs but again restricted the function set to the functions and, or, xor, as well as andinv, which is an and with one input inverted. Finally, for the emg classifiers we have used 4-LUTs without any restriction on the node function.
ES and GA Setup
We have implemented a 1+4 ES, where the fittest individual of a generation proceeds to the next generation. In case a parent and an offspring have equal fitness, the offspring is promoted over the parent. Further, four clones of this individual are created and mutated. Mutation is applied with a probability of one, but splits into three cases. We either apply one-point mutation, compress/expand followed by one-point mutation, or module mutation. The expansion operator is more likely executed than the compress operator to increase the pressure towards useful modules. The mutation rate denotes the percentage of mutated nodes in a circuit or module, respectively. The actually used rates and probabilities can be found in Table 1 .
We have also implemented a standard elitism-based GA with binary tournament selection. The elitism rate is 5%, but at least one individual is picked. In the GA with population size of five (GA-5), the best individual proceeds directly to the next generation. For a population size of 50 (GA-50), the three best individuals proceed directly to the next generation which leaves us with 47 remaining fitness evaluations. The cone-based crossover operator considers cones with a size of up to 20 nodes (primitive nodes and modules).
Discussion of Results
The experimental results are presented in Tables 2 and  3. The comparison of the different module creation techniques is shown in Table 2 , and the comparison between the ES and GAs is shown in Tables 3. Both tables report the computational effort in absolute numbers and relative to our reference implementation which uses the techniques presented previously [28] . A negative relative effort denotes computational effort analogue to previous work [28] aging cone absolute absolute relative to [28] 1. Age-based module creation is highly effective. For six out of the seven test problems, age-based module creation lowers the computational effort in comparison to the previous method with improvements ranging between some 20% and 40%. The one exception is the 4-parity function, where the computational effort increased slightly by 3.4%.
2. The overall results for the cone-based module creation technique are somewhat inconclusive. However, looking at the different test problems we note that for the evolution of multipliers and for larger parity functions cone-based module creation proves highly beneficial. In contrast, for evolving emg classifiers the cone-based approach does not work at all. Intuitively, the identification of cones as useful subcircuits is hampered if the function is rather small or is a single-output function. In the first case there is no sufficient potential for creating cones, whereas the second case lacks reusability of a cone for different outputs. Multipliers are highly regularly structured functions that are neither particularly small nor single-output functions. From the experimental data it is clear that cone-based module creation is effective for multipliers, especially more effective than age-based module creation. In contrast, emg classifier circuits are random logic functions which might explain the unsatisfying performance of conebased module creation for this class of problems.
3. Comparing the 1 + 4 ES to a GA with population size of 5, we conclude that the GA is better for multipliers and dramatically worse for the parity function and for the emg classifiers. Again, this points to the effectiveness of the cone-based approach for multipliers and to its inefficiency for single-output and random logic circuits. Increasing the population size for the GA to 50 increases the computational effort in any case substantially. It has to be noted that a GA with a population size of 50 also evolves correct circuits but needs far more fitness evaluations. In each generation, this GA performs 11.75× more fitness evaluations that the ES and the GA with a population size of 5. As the results show, even for multipliers this larger potential for recombination does not outweigh the higher effort per generation.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented advanced techniques for creating and propagating modules in the CGP hardware representation model. Age-based module creation prefers the aggregation of rather old primitive nodes into modules, conebased module creation forms modules out of primitive nodes that form cones. Further, we have detailed a crossover operator that selects a cone consisting of both primitive nodes as well as modules in a donor chromosome and transplants this cone into a clone of a recipient chromosome. We have evaluated our novel techniques and compared them to the module creation approach presented in previous work. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of age-based module creation. Cone-based module is even more effective but only for regularly structured multiple output circuits such as multipliers. For smaller and random logic circuits, the cone-based technique should be avoided. Comparing evolutionary strategies with genetic algorithms, we have seen that the cone-based crossover operator is again only beneficial for multipliers. Increasing the size of the population showed an adverse effect on the computational effort.
There are a number of lines for future work. For example, the sensitivity of age-based module creation on the module size should be investigated. Perhaps one can find an optimal range for the size of modules, or adapt the module size to the current module population. Another option for the GA is to let the individuals of a population share the evolved modules, which could improve the convergence behavior. Further, we would like to experiment with the in-jection of classically engineered modules, such as full adders for the evolution of multipliers. This would naturally lead to mixed-granularity hardware representation models which also fit modern FPGA architectures.
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